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Abstract

In this paper, normal and partially operating states of the system are considered. The failure and deterioration

of components of the system is taken to be critical. The system fails due to common cause and human

failure. The failure time distribution and repair time distribution from operating states are negative exponential

whereas repair rate from failed state is general.
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1. Introduction

There may be several occasions when systems operated by human fail due to abnormal

physical state of the operators. Dhillon incorporated the concept of physical states of human

operator affecting the performance of man machine systems. Dhillon (1982) studied the

model under the assumption that operator once undergoing poor physical state cannot revive

again. Goel et al. (1985a) revised the model by incorporating the concept that the operator

once undergoing over a physical state can revive again to good physical state. They assumed

that when the system is down and the operator is in good physical state, it cannot deteriorate

as it is supposed to be at rest. Goel et al. (1985b) considered the system failure in three

ways due to hardware failure, operator's error when he is either in good or poor physical

state. They incorporated three possible modes of the system, i.e. normal, partial and total

failure. Kyung and Kwang (1996) obtained an estimate of probability of occurrence of

human failure. Pandey and Jacob (1995) obtained reliability of three state systems under

common cause and human failures. However, their studies were confined to either two or

three state system. The present study analyses a four state complex system including human,

common cause and hardware failures.

2. Notations

P
i
(t) : Probability that at time t the system is in state i, i = 0,1,2,3, C, H

P
i
(x,t)∆ : Probability that at epoch t the system is in state i, and elapsed repair time lies in

(x, x + ∆) i = 3, C, H
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